












Fight or Flight: 


















































































































































































































































































































The Prisoner's Dilemma payoff matrix
Note: the payoffs to the row chooser are listed first
                       Column Player
Co-operate Defect
R=3, R=3 S=0, T=5
Co-operateReward for Row: Sucker's payoff,
Row Player Mutual Co-operationColumn: Temptation to defect
T=5, S=0 P=1, P=1
Defect Row: Temptation to defectPunishment for










































Ensemble: possible musical outcomes
                for a single interaction
Agent 1 Agent 2
Current Score: 246 Current Score: 233
Previous sound= 23 Previous sound= 2
Response: co-operate Response: co-operate
Result: Both agents play sound 23.
Response: Defect Co-operate
Result: Agent 1 randomly selects a new sound, 
            Agent 2 plays sound 23.
Response: Co-operate Defect
Result: Agent 1 plays sound 2,
            Agent 2 randomly selects a new sound.
Response: Defect Defect
























































































































































































































































































Conclusions/ Future Work 
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